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About This Game

2088 year. As it turned out, the future is not that bright. Nazi Muslims came to power. In the world, everything was banned:
LGBT community, miniskirts, free parking, and most importantly banned ANIME.

You and your magazines with Hentai were hiding in the mountains of Tibet. But the Nazis found you and threw you in jail, and
also hid the illegal reading.

There you will find out that all the Anime boys were executed, and the loli were sent to the harem. You're the last Anime boy.
Get out of prison, find all your magazines with Hentai and save the loli from the harem of the terrible Nazi Muslims.

Features:

- The ability to shoot Nazi Muslims;
- Save all the loli from the harem !;

- Collect your own collection of Hentai;
- 8-bit music accompaniment;

- Become the last Anime boy and save your heritage!
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should be game of the year 2017. Recommending this absolute masterpiece is an understatement. This absolute KINO of video
games, "Last Anime boy: Saving loli" is the best game i have ever played in my whole life. Although my time on this game is
extremely miniscule, this game taught me how to have a good time, game design, and the meaning of life
 THE STORY
  This game's story is one of the greatest narratives in human history. In matter of fact, this story is so amazing that William
Shakespeare shamelessly stole the story verbatum and wove it in his stories like it was his own. ♥♥♥♥ you billy you stupid
degenerate cuck. I was astounded with how realistic the characters were and how much I, an anime boy saving loli could relate
to them.
THE GAMEPLAY
As i had already explained, as my♥♥♥♥♥♥is on the persuit of informing others in the future of this game's exploits and
accomplishments, I might as well explain why the gameplay is so damn rewarding and amazing. Well you see, the absolute
genius who made this decided to make the game cropped out, probably to symbolize how life for this last anime boy is so
stretched out due to his grand persuit of finding loli. Along with that some underground hackjob developers copied the
gameplay from this and called it Doom. Absolutely disgusting!
THE GRAPHICS
The graphics were so amazing that i could see the detail many little Chinese people had to go through in order to create ONE
pixel. I cannot imagine the amount of effort that goes into the visuals. ♥♥♥♥ Cuphead, ♥♥♥♥ Owlboy, ♥♥♥♥ any other
game with graphics. The graphics are so great that my♥♥♥♥♥♥grew wings, flew off my body and traveled into assumedly
another dimension, probably to inform more people of this absolute godsend.
Let me repeat myself: MY♥♥♥♥♥♥FELL OFF AND TRANSPORTED TO ANOTHER DIMENSION TO INFORM
OTHERS.
VERDICT
  If I could stop playing this game just for a quick while, I would create a religion over worshipping this game and go through
many bloody crusades in order to convert everybody. The game's stellar soundtrack will be our anthem as we parade through the
streets, spreading the good word, and killing disgusting nazi muslims!!! Since i know that you, the viewer will DEFINATELY
buy this game, please inform somebody else of this game. The price is a steal so you can even use your pocket change to buy
this game.
10/10 :)))))))). Can i get my 0,67 euro back? I didn't find this game funny. Edit : I got my 0,67 euro back.. no

But seriously how do you make a game and think that arrow keys for camera movement combined with left click for shoot is a
great idea. The whole game is just low effort implementation of an edgy joke, don't bother buying it even for the memes. This
game gave me motion sickness. Perfected the doom formula. Best game ive ever played. its got story ation lolis what more could
you want from a game? best 67 cents ive ver spent 10/tin. this is why i own a pc. its a good game. Joe: why do you hate it so
much?
honey lemon: for one it deafened me
honey lemon: i never even got to see my loli princess
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The name is f**ked up
The story is f**ked up

And mostly no lolis

Just buy the game for the f**ked up name. If you're a 30 yr old weaboo memer with minor autism this game is for you.. TO
STATE THE TRUTH this gme is a masterpice far beating those types of games with stupuid ideas and bad gameplay like call of
duty and halo if this had been around when videogames where starting out there would be no doom only the last anime boy must
buy for all people everywhere.. The only way to make this game better is some DLC that fixes the stage 4 cancer that it gave
me.. The Last Anime boy: Saving loli is one of the most underrated game of the millennium yet is a stunning masterpiece in all
of its design choices. Graphics, sound and of course the indepth and immersive story and lore will keep you playing for hours as
they encaptulate the struggles of the Last Anime Boy.

The game is a visual masterpiece consisting of graphics no other developer has ever tried pulling off, yet the devs behind Last
Anime Boy have proven to the playerbase that they care about the game by bringing us one of the most innovative graphics I
personally have ever seen. It is truly something to be witnessed with your own eyes.

The sound design of the game are mediocre in terms of quality and choice yet they add to the immersion perfectly. The war
shouts of the enemy show the true horrors of war as they charge, guns blazing, towards you. Each bullet that is flung from your
chamber is crisp to the ear and the clashing of bullets hitting the floor feel real and responsive to each greasy click of my mouse
as I lay down fire towards the enemy showing them who truly is The Last Anime Boy.
The crunch of the metallic shards slicing their way through the enemies bones surrounds your ears and takes you to another
dimension due to it's realism.

Asking anyone who has played the game their favourite positive of the game and their response will most certainly be the story.
The developers have created something Hollywood and AAA game developers have been trying to replicate for years but could
never get right. The story is extremely immersive and is something of the likes us mortals have never experienced before. The
developers, more importantly the writers, have done an excellent job on the character design and story behind The Last Anime
Boy's mission. The breakdown of the protagonist during the opening cutscene is beyond an Oscar and is an unforgettable
perfomance. The dread and realisation of loli being kidnapped by the terrorists messes psychologically with Anime Boy and
when the news comes in that the rest of his brethren were murdered by a John Wick Skin his true instinct of grit and
determination shine through as he is, The Last Anime Boy.. This ripoff of Wolfenstein 3D is intended to be "Edgy", as it has a
racist theme. Gameplay is very poor quality even compared to the original Wolf3D.

Controls can't be customised and there's no reliable way to look up and down, so if you bump the mouse you end up looking at
the ground and can't look back up again, so the game is mostly unplayable. Combine this with fixed resolution retro pixel
graphics, very lazy artwork and the "edgy" racism and this game quite possibly is one of the worst on Steam.
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